count of social relation and liberal-political theory has been a call for the responsibility of the other. Human plurality is reduced to a multiplicity of the other in an ethical relation. Africa must key into this moral-liberal dimension of Levinas' political theory.
Levinas opines that the priority of ethics is based on the primordiality of linguistic significance or language. The responsibility for the other presupposes an asymmetrical relation, non-reciprocity and disproportion of human relation.
Interpersonal encounter is extended to a call of the responsibility for the Other; this is the existential, ethico-political domain of the collective identity of human relation. Dialogue through contact between individual is not direct but through the possibility of common interest on the idea of the human project. Levinas' political analysis of ethical encounter and human society reveals the sociological, ethical, existential, humanistic and political/liberal considerations of social structures and political reality for both Africa in particular and the globe in general.
Human action can only be understood within the complex nexus of social relation and interrelation in a determined social context. The social relation reflects a simple form of political participation in the normative ideal social order. Levinas' political ethics reflects the domain of speech. Speech is beyond the domain of the established order and establishes non-exploitative communications and ethical significations. Social relation is reproduced by the logic of social order Levinas' conception of political ethics constitutes a genuine new paradigm for the globe and for Africa. The normative core of ethical relation is sayability (speech act) and social order. The dynamic process of social-relation is the rational cognition of the possibility of ethical plurality. Levinas' political theory reveals the possibility of freedom, social order, normatively and the reciprocal affective moment of human ethical relation. Levinas' ethics is applied political philosophy in a dialogical perspective.
Levinas' ethics and political theory
Levinas' ethics and the face of the other critically focus not only on moral obligation of individuals in their political state but the conceptualization of the indispensability of dialogue in contemporary liberal democracies. Political theory is not all about the study of the state. It indicates that politics is far wider than the study of the state. For John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: xxvii) , by political theory we do not simply mean the study of the state, for politics is far wider than the state.
Levinas' political ethics and his conceptual analysis of political theory focus on conflict resolution. Accordingly, John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: ibid) posit that is, politics is simply about activities that focus on the state. It is about conflict, and conflict occurs at every level of society between nations and states, within trade unions, businesses, families, churches. Conflict, sometimes, could be said to be solipsistic. Accordingly, John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: ibid) believe that there can be conflict within an individual -whether to go swimming or fishing -and this too is politics although not a particularly profound example of it.
Levinas' ethics and political theory is not just a theoretical acrobatics but it focuses on real life situation or problem solving mechanism such as the politics of difference and conflict resolution. According to John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: ibid) politics is about conflict and its resolution, and resolving conflicts of interest occurs in all societies, at all level. Levinas' ethic does not only focus on the facts of ethics and politics but general ideas; African predicament inclusive. Levinas' political theory as far as our practical everyday world is concerned is guided by the notion of right and wrong, justice and injustice. According to John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: cxxviii) , the truth is that in everyday life we are guided by notions of right and wrong, justice and injustice, so that everything we do is informed by concepts.
Levinas' applied political philosophy is not just a theoretical abstraction but that which has to do with human activity and ideas because the world is governed by ideas. John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: xxviii) put it quite suc-cinctly that humans in general cannot act without ideas: indeed, it is a defining property of human activity that we can only act when we have ideas in our head as to what we should do. Levinas' political theory presupposes the fact that the idea of "theory" seems less daunting and less abstract as we relate to our real life situation. Levinas' political theory relates to problem-solving mechanisms. Theory means the intellectual capacity or ability to expound and explain certain concepts and which also encourages us as individuals to think properly. It plays a very crucial or critical role in our process of argumentation in terms of the Levinasian conception of the state, democracy, freedom, violence, history, law, and society.
Theory is presented as a thought process. For John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: xxvii) , thought theory is presented as a process of thought argument and it can be discussed and analyzed in a way that is not explicitly linked to practical questions and political activity -conversely speaking, practical questions and political activity should be linked with the idea of theory and action.
Levinas' normative foundation of politics and contemporary African political value
Theory involves some form of abstraction. Levinas' normative of politics in relation to contemporary African political value requires some form of abstraction. Theory, by definition involves some form of abstraction. John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: ibid) believe that the point is that we are abstracting all the time, whether we like it or not this is the only way to understand. We make a whole host of abstractions in the areas of politics, history, war, violence, creates reality. Because we cannot act without ideas, the illusion arises that ideas are more important than, and are even independent of, objects. We can, therefore, talk about democracy or the state, for example, without worrying about particular -states or specific kinds of democracies. Theory helps us to appreciates and understand recognizable political realities. As John Hoffman and Paul Graham (2009: ibid) duly observe, we believe that this link between theory and recognizable political realities is essential to an understanding and appreciation of the subject; the subject of political theory.
Furthermore, it has been argued that theory forms a kind of an abstraction that either empirical or normative. Some scholars believe that theory is charac- 
African politics and ethics in levinas' political theory
Levinas' conception of politics is, indeed, idiosyncratic. Levinas' notion of political spirituality presupposes the -crucial importance of human accountability and moral responsibility. The evocation of the wholly other reveals the rationalistic discourse of good intention, conscience, the good life or good will.
African politics should reflect this kind of accountability and political/ moral responsibility. Levinas' political theory has some form of liberal humanism and avowed affinity with contemporary reflections on African politics. Levinas' conception of face to face existential encounter of human beings showcases the tenets of his contemporary political philosophy. Levinas' conception of radical "alterity" presupposes or privileges over or commands general agreements. Levinas' contemporary political philosophy emphasizes on the exaltation of the wholly other. Levinas' ethics of moral accountability and responsibility reflects African ethics of an ideal collective/communal community. Levinas' contemporary political philosophy reveals individual liberalism. It retains a propensity towards a kind of individualism. Levinas' face to face existential encounter reflects the ethical demand or standard of our African contemporary society and human responsibility. Responsibility presumes to be associated with human rational behaviour. Levinas' ethics and political theory is bent on resolving selfother binaries. To be rational means to behave responsibly and this has to do with calculative reasoning. The notions of the self and the other are inextricably intertwined in Levinas' ideas. It gives us the clear notion that the political consideration of the other is not superfluous. Levinas' ethico-political philosophy presumes a universal community and universal brotherhood which is not alien to the African kind of political value, morality and humanity. Levinas' ethicopolitical consideration presumes that we all are in a social pact or social agreement with other people that we can never really know. Levinas' ethics is the critical understanding of the infinite and our moral universe. According to Alfred I. Tauber (1998:442) , in his work, Outside the Subject: Levinas' Jewish Perspective on Time believes that Levinas builds his ethics not from dialogue, but from deeper structures that define our relationship to the infinite -we must delve deeper into the foundations of such encounters to understand the metaphysics of his moral universe. Human relation is realized as a product of the primary dialogical event characterized by a social -construct.
The critique of Levinas' philosophy reveals the incapacity of human knowledge.
It reveals the critique of rationality as the normative foundation for ethics.
Accordingly, Fleurdeliz R. Altez (2007:54) believes that:
We can only have a taste of being human, if we "live it" -yet our lives cannot be encapsulated since our vitality provokes unexpected ruptures. Levinas' work or discourse is hermeneutically-open; it is the Levinasian treatment of Levinas -thus making them provisionally classifiable under ontological (rhetoric), affective (Aesthete and Ethical) and transcendental (religion). The Levinasian text appeals to the self as an Other -therefore making the reaching process an attitude for hospitality and responsibility.
According to Fleurdeliz R. Altez (2007:53) , succinct and vivid, he (Levinas) described war as a form of annihilation that destroys not just the Other, but also sameness (ie. the relation the self builds with the other), and even the subjectivity of the self who wages it. 
Levinas' conception of the self and the other: a defence of liberalism as clarification
The welcome of the Other is your passage to freedom. According to C. Levinas' ethics is a precursor to his contemporary political theory. Levinas' political theory presupposes some key concepts in contemporary political philosophy such as violence, politics, war, law and order, moral autonomy, freedom, terrorism, the state, accountability and moral obligation or responsibility. Levinas' political theory reveals the notion of the uniqueness of being, the moral rebirth of the individual, human sociality and the possibility of ethical plurality.
Social relation is borne out of human rational relation or ethical plurality or the multiplicity of the Other in their existential -political existence. The multiplicity of the Other and the politics of difference reveal the complex network of social structure in human contemporary society. Levinas' ethical and political theory has a normative foundation. The normative foundation of politics in Levinas's ethical theory reveals the need to unravel the idea of political theory in Levinas's ethics not just in terms of an abstraction but that of real life situation.
Levinas' conception of political ethics rests on the form of collective identity.
Levinas' ethics is reproduced in a manner oriented to collective needs and complementary reciprocal relationship.
Summary
This paper has the sole objective to critically examine the implications of Levinas' ethics as applied political philosophy. This involves a critical examination of the concept of dialogue in African political value and African emancipation, from the purview of Levinas' moral obligation as the debt we owe to the Other. Levinas' ethics is the philosophy of Otherness; the humanism of the other human person. It is radical humanism or radical openness of our socio-political world.
Freedom is not just the absence of impediments or constraints but obedience to the universal law of reason. This paper shall analyze the notions of Levinas' political theory relative to the face of the other and the politics of difference and otherness. This paper appreciates and appropriates the deep logical insight offered by Levinas' contemporary political philosophy into African emancipation, ethics, politics, African political value, the problems of the ethics of global peace which has been distorted by violence. Violence has been antithetical to global order and it disrupts the projects of our humanity. We have lose every sense of our humanity which has put our contemporary social world at a cross road. Africa, as a continent is not immune from the current global violence and crises facing the world. Levinas' ethics is the ethics of the good life. Levinas' ethics is ethical metaphysics and it reminds us of human moral universe; it reflects on the fact that we as humans are inextricably governed by the web of network of cosmic order and social order. Levinas' ethics reveals the crucial importance of ethics, politics, history, culture to human society. Africa can learn from this Levinasian tradition of the cosmic network of social process.
